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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical results of Sperner [5] and Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazur- 
kiewicz [4] on covering properties of n-simplexes are well known and have 
wide applications. In the present paper we shall prove some new results 
(Theorems 3, 4, 5) which extend and strengthen the classical results of 
Sperner and Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz. The first part of the paper 
is concerned with a combinatorial property of n-pseudomanifolds (Theo- 
rems 1, 2). These general combinatorial results are of independent interest, 
and their corollaries are needed in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
For the convenience of the reader, we recall that an n-dimensional pseudo- 
manifold or an n-pseudomanzjcold is a finite simplicial complex AP having the 
following three properties: 
(a) Every simplex (of any dimension) of n171 is a face of at least one 
n-simplex of Mn. 
(b) Each (n - I)-simplex of M” is a face of at most two n-simplexes 
of M”. 
(c) For any two n-simplexes (T, 7 of Mn, there is a finite sequence 
a = u1 , (52 ,..., uk = 7 of n-simplexes of AZ” such that for each 
i = 1, 2,..., K - 1, oi and oifl have an (n - I)-face in common. 
An (n - 1)-simplex o of an n-pseudomanifold AP is called a boundary 
(n - l)-simplex of M”, if u is a face of exactly one n-simplex of Mn. 
* Work supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant GP-8394. 
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For an oriented n-simplex (T with vertices zlr , va ,..., V~ , v,+r , we write 
(T = + viva ... v,v,+, (resp. o = - vrva ... v~v,,+~), if the orientation of u 
is that given by the even (resp. odd) permutations of the arrangement 
(~1~ , va ,..., v~, v~+J. An n-pseudomanifold Mn is coherently oriented, if 
all its n-simplexes are so oriented that whenever an (n - 1)-simplex T is a 
common face of two n-simplexes or , (5a , the orientations of (or and o2 induce 
opposite orientations on 7. An n-pseudomanifold Mn is said to be orientable, 
if it can be coherently oriented. 
We shall consider a coherently oriented n-pseudomanifold Mn and a 
function v which assigns to each vertex v of Mn an integer v(v). For n + 1 
distinct integers jI ,ja ,...,jn+r arranged in this order, we shall denote by 
B+( I.1 9 I.2 , . . . . &+J Irev 4 jl , j, ,..., jn+r)] the number of those n-simplexes 
a of M” such that CT = + wrva ... v,+r [resp. (T = - zlrva ... ~,+r] and 
q~(vJ = ji (1 < i < n + 1). We define 
4il ,iz ,..., j,+J = a+(.& ,j2 ,...,.L+d - 4.h ,j2 y.-yjn+l)~ 
Every boundary (n - 1)-simplex of AZ” will be oriented with the orientation 
induced from that of the unique incident n-simplex. For any n distinct 
integers jr, jZ ,..., j, arranged in this order, /3+( jr , jZ ,..., j,) [resp. 
B-h ,jz ,..., jn)] will denote the number of those boundary (n - 1)-simplexes 
u of Mn such that u = + vlvZ *.. v, [resp. u = - vlwa ... v,J and q(vi) = ji 
(1 < i < n). We define 
B(il ,k ,-..,iJ = B+(jl ,A ,-..,hJ - P-(jl ,.L ,.-,jJ. 
3. A COMBINATORIAL PROPERTY OF ORIENTABLE %PSEUDOMANIFOLDS 
Let Mn be a coherently oriented n-pseudomanifold. Let IJI be a function 
defined on the set of vertices of Mn such that for each vertex ‘u, T(V) is a 
nonzero integer (positive or negative), and I + QJ(V.J f 0 for the vertices 
v1 , v$ of every l-simplex vlvZ of Mn. For such a function v, it was shown 
in an earlier paper by the author ([2], Theorem 1) that 
O<k <,;,,,<, {a(- k, , k, , - k, 5 k, ,-.., (- 1Y ki v--., (- l)“+l km+,) 
1 1 flfl 
+ (- 1)” or(k, , - k, , k,, - k, ,..., (- l)i-l k, ,..., (- 1)” k,,,)} 
c BP,, - k, , k, , - k, ,...v (- l)i-l kc ,..., (- 1),-l k,). 
O<k,ik~<~~~<k, 
(1) 
This formula will be needed in the proof of the following result. 
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THEOREM 1. Let Mn be a coherently oriented n-pseudomanifold. Let q 
be a function defined on the set of vertices of AP having the following three 
properties : 
(i) For each vertex v of Mn, v(v) is one of the integers f 1, & 2,..., & n, 
f(n+ 1). 
(ii) I + d(e)*) # 0 for the vertices v1 , v2 of every l-simplex v1v2 of Mn. 
(iii) v(v) > 0 if v is a vertex of a boundary (n - 1)-simplex of M”. 
Then for every combination (Q , Ed ,..., E, , E,,+~) of the signs l i = & 1 with 
at least one ci = - 1, we have 
4~1~92, l a3,..., w l ,+dn + 1)) 
= (- l)‘[or(l, 2,3 ,..., n,n f 1) - (- l)“p(l,2, 3 ,..., n - 1, n)], (2) 
where v is the number of E~‘S equal to - 1. 
In case M” has no boundary (n - I)-simplex, condition (iii) in Theorem 1 
becomes vacuous and of course, p(l, 2, 3 ,..., n - 1, n) = 0 in (2). 
3 2 3 1 3 
FIGURE 1 
To illustrate Theorem 1, let Ma be a square with the triangulation given 
in Figure 1. M2 is so coherently oriented that the orientation for each 2-sim- 
plex is chosen to be the counterclockwise orientation. The values of v are 
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indicated by the integers marked at the vertices. In this example, relation (2) 
is verified by counting that 
ol(l, 2, 3) = 1, = 0, P(L2) 
a(- 1,2,3) = - = - or(1, 2,3) or(l,2, 3) = - 1, 
LY(1, - 2, - 3) = 1,2, - = 1, a(- 3) Cx(- - 2,3) = 1, 
a(- 1, - 2, - = - 1. 3) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let q~’ be the function defined on the set of vertices 
of Mn by 
if 
if 
v(v) is odd, 
vP(4 is even. 
Denote by a’, j3’ the quantities OL, /I for this function p’. ‘p’ has the properties 
(i), (ii) of CJI. According to formula (1) stated above, we have 
a’(- 1,2, - 3,4 )..., (- 1)” n, (- 1),+1@2 + 1)) 
+(- l)“CX’(l, -2,3, -4 ,..., (- l)“-ln,(- l)“(n + 1)) 
n+1 
= z/3(1, -2,3, -4 ,..., (-l)i(i- l),(- l)“+‘(i+ 1) (...) (- l)“+r(n+l)). 
(3) 
Now from the definition of ‘p’, we have for each i = 1,2,..., 71 + 1: 
8’(1, - 2, 3, - 4 ,..., (- l)i (i - l), (- 1)if’ (i + 1) ,..., (- l)nfl (n + 1)) 
= /!3(1, 2, 3, 4 ,..., i - 1, - (; + I), - (i + 2) - (n ,...) + l)), 
which is equal to 0 for all i # n + 1 (because of hypothesis (iii)). Thus (3) 
is the same as 
a(- 1, - 2, - 3, - 4 ,**., - fz, - (n + 1)) + (- 1)” U&2,3,4 ,..., n, n + 1) 
= /3(1,2,3,4 ,..., 72 - 1, n), (4) 
which is the case Y = 1z + 1 of (2). 
For an integer K such that 1 < K < n + 1, let & denote the function 
defined by 
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Denote by calm , pk the quantities LY, /3 for & . Since $k has the same properties 
(i), (ii), (iii) as v, we can apply (4) to #k and write 
q.- 1, - 2, - 3, - 4 ,..., - n, - (n + 1)) + (- l)$( 1,2,3,4 ,..., n, n + I) 
= ph.( 1) 2, 3,4 ,..., n - 1, n). (5) 
But & never assumes the value - k, so 
aX-(- 1, - 2, - 3, - 4 )..., - n, - (n + 1)) = 0. 
Also 
LYJl, 2, 3 ,..., n, n + 1) = a(l)..., k - 1, k, k + I,..., n + 1) 
+ 4,..., k - 1, - k, k + l,..., n + 1). 
Furthermore, property (iii) of v implies that 
Ml, 2, 3,..., n - 1, n) = /3( 1,2,3 ,...) 71 - 1, n). 
Therefore it follows from (5) that 
ar(1, 2,..., k - 1, k, k + l,..., n + 1) + or(l, 2 ,..., k - 1, - k, k + l,.,., 71 + 1) 
= (- 1)“/3(1,2,3 )..., n - 1, n) (6) 
holds for 1 < k < rz + 1, which is the case v = 1 of (2). 
To prove (2) by induction on Y, consider the case 
i- 1, if i = k, , k, ,..., k, , 
Ei = i+ 1, if i # k, , k, ,..., k, , 
where Y > 2 and 1 < k, < k, < 1-e < k, < n + 1. We apply the inductive 
assumption to the function #k, and write 
ak,( .. . . k, ,..., - k, ,..., - k, ,..., - k, ,...) 
= (- I)“-1 [Q,(l, 2, 3 )..., n, n + 1) - (- 1)” &(l’ 2, 3 ,... 9 n)l. (7) 
Here on the left side of (7), the only negative integers between the parentheses 
are - k, , - k, , - k, ,..., - k, . Formula (7) may be written 
a( . . . . k, , . . ., - k, , . . . . - k, ,.. . , - k, ,. . .) 
+ a( . . . . - k, ,..., - k, ,..., - k, ,..., - k, ,...) 
= (- I>,-l [cx(l, 2, 3 ,..., PZ, n + 1) + cl(l,..., k, - 1, - k, , k, + l,..., 12 + 1) 
- (- 1)“/3(1, 2, 3 ,..., n)]. (8) 
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On the other hand, another application of the inductive assumption gives us 
a( . . . . h, ,...) - h, ,..., - h, )..., - h, ,...) 
= (- l),-1 [a(l, 2, 3 ,..., n, n + 1) - (- I)“/?@, 2, 3 )...) n)]. (9) 
Combining (8) and (9), and then applying (6), we obtain the desired relation 
a( . . . . - h, ,...) - h, ,...) - h, )...) - h, ,...) 
= (- l)“-1 (Y(l,..., K, - 1, - K, , k, + I)...) n. + 1) 
= (- 1)y [or(l, 2, 3 ,..., n, n + 1) - (-- l)“P(l, 2, 3 ,..., n)] 
and thereby complete the proof. 
4. A CONGRUENCE RELATION 
For an arbitrary n-pseudomanifold, not necessarily orientable, the following 
result is analogous to Theorem 1, but involves no orientation consideration. 
THEOREM 2. Let M” be an arbitrary n-pseudomanifold, not necessarily 
orientable. Let v be a function de$ned on the set of vertices of M” and satisfying 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of Theorem I. Then for every combination (Ed , Ed ,..., E, , 
t,,+J of the signs ci = f 1 with at least one ~~ = - 1, the congruence 
491, ~~2, ~a3,..., Es, E,+dn + 1)) 
= oLa(l, 2, 3 ,...) n, n + 1) + /?a( 1, 2, 3 ,..., n - 1, n), mod 2 (10) 
holds. 
Here and elsewhere OT,, [resp. &] denotes the number of those n-simplexes 
[resp. boundary (n - I)-simplexes] of Mn (without orientation considera- 
tion) whose vertices are assigned by v the integers indicated between the 
parentheses. 
In case M’” is orientable, Theorem 2 is of course a consequence of Theo- 
rem 1. For the general case, the proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of 
Theorem 1. Instead of giving the proof in detail, we point out only that, 
instead of using identity (l), we use a congruence relation ([l], Theorem 1) 
which holds for all pseudomanifolds, orientable or not. 
COROLLARY 1. Let M” be an n-pseudomanifold obtained by triangulating 
an n-simplex An = ala2 a.0 %a,,+, . Let v be a function dejned on the set of 
vertices of Mn satisfying the following conditions : 
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(i) For each vertex v of M”, q~(v) is one of the integers f 1, & 2,..., f II, 
f (n + 1). 
(ii) ~(~~11) + V(Q) # 0 for the vertices v1 , v2 of every l-simplex vlvz of M”. 
(iii) For each i = 1, 2,..., n + 1 and for any vertex v of M” lying on the 
(n - I)-face a1 .. * a,-,ai+l ... u,+l of An, q~(v) is one of the II positive integers 
1 ,..., i - 1, i + l,..., n + 1. 
Then for every combination (el , l 2 ,..., E, , ~,+t) of the signs ci = f 1 with 
at least one zi = - 1, we have 
~~,Jeil, ~2, ~~3 ,..., tnn, l n+1(n + 1)) = ‘~l,,(l, 2, 3 ,..., n, n + 1) + 1, mod 2. 
(11) 
Proof. This is obtained by combining Theorem 2 with Sperner’s lemma. 
Indeed, according to Sperner’s lemma, condition (iii) implies that 
Bo(l, 2, 3Y.V n) = 1, mod 2. 
Corollary 1 includes Sperner’s lemma as a special case, namely the case 
when p never assumes negative values. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M” be an n-pseudomanifold obtained by triangulating 
an n-simplex An = ala2 ..* a,%+1 such that on the boundary aAn of A”, the 
triangulation of M” is a further subdivision of the barycentric subdivision of ad”. 
Let v be a function defined on the set of vertices of Mn satisfying the following 
conditions : 
(i) For each vertex v of M”, v(v) is one of the integers f 1, & 2,..., + n, 
f (n + 1). 
(ii) ~‘(0~) + v(vJ f 0 for the vertices v, , v2 of each l-simplex vlvz of M’“. 
(iii) If v is a vertex of Mn lying on the boundary aAn of A”, and if ai,ai, *.* aik 
is the unique face of An containing v and of lowest dimension, then q(v) is a 
positive integer different from i1 , iz ,..., ik . 
Then congruence (11) holds for every combination (Ed , l 2 ,..., E, , E,+~) of the 
signs l i = f 1 with at least one l i = - 1. 
Proof. An = u1a2 ‘.. hi,,, is the set of all points x = CyT: xjaj with 
xj >, 0 and CyLt xi = 1. For each i = 1, 2,..., n + 1, let Fi be the set of all 
x = ~~~~ xiai in A” such that xi = maxlgjGn+i xi and min,GjGn+i xj = 0. 
Then (JTLtFi is the boundary aA” of An. For each i = 1,2,..., n + 1, the 
intersection ni+i Fi contains a single point which is the barycenter 
bi = l/n z.i+i aj of the (n - I)-face a, ... a,-lai+l ... a,,, of An. From a 
topological viewpoint A” may be regarded as an n-simplex with b, , b, ,..., b,,, 
as vertices, and with F1 , F, ,..., F,,, as its (n - 1)-faces. The (n - 2)-faces of 
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this n-simplex b,b, *a* b,+1 are the intersectionsFjl n Fi, (1 < ir < iz < it + l), 
the (n - 3)-faces are the intersections 
etc. 
Fi, n Fi, n Fis (1 < ir < i, < i, < n + l), 
As the triangulation of AP on aAn is a further subdivision of the barycentric 
subdivision of aA”, we may regard iVP as a triangulation of the n-simplex 
b,b, -*. b,+1 . If a vertex w of ikln lies on the (n - 1)-face 
h ... bi-lbi+I ... b,,, = Fi , 
and if we write v = CyL: Xjaj with xj 3 0, 17:; xj = 1, then 
xi = maxlGjG,+, xj > 0, so by (iii) and (i), q( v is one of the positive integers ) 
1 ,..., i - 1, i + l,..., tl + 1. In other words, when we regard M” as a trian- 
gulation of the n-simplex b,b, ... b,+l , go satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 1. 
Thus Corollary 2 is reduced to Corollary 1. 
Combining Theorem 1 with the oriented version of Sperner’s lemma, one 
can derive a stronger, oriented version of Corollary 1, in which congruence 
(11) concerning 01~ is replaced by an identity concerning LX. Similarly there is a 
stronger, oriented version of Corollary 2. However, for application in the 
next section, we need only Corollaries 1 and 2 in the form stated above. 
5. COVERING PROPERTIES OF SIMPLEXES 
The next result extends and sharpens the classical covering theorems of 
Sperner [5] and Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz [4]. Throughout the 
remaining part of this paper, 4 stands for the empty set. 
THEOREM 3. LetAi,&(l <i<n+l)be2(n+l)cZosedsubsetsofan 
n-simplex An = u1u2 ..* a,,, such that: 
(i) (JyJi (Ai u A-J = A”. 
(ii) Ai n A-, = + JOY 1 < i < n + 1. 
(iii) fly::’ /Ii = 4. 
(iv) For any k indices 1 < il < i2 < a-0 < ik < n + 1, where 1 < K < n, 
the (k - l)-face ailUi, ..* ait of A” is contained in Ai1 U Aia U ... U Aik. 
Then 
(fi,Adn (p-4 ++ (12) 
for every nonempty subset I of the set of indices {1,2,..., n + I}, where I’ denotes 
the complement of I in (1, 2 ,..., n + l}. 
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Observe that condition (iv) of Theorem 3 (or what is the same, condition 
(iii) of Theorem 5 below) is concerned only with the faces of An of dimensions 
< n - 1. The relation ala2 ..* anfl C uy:t Ai is not a part of the condition. 
Actually, according to the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem [4], 
conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 3 imply that An Q uyzi Ai . 
A slightly simpler but more stringent condition than condition (iv) of 
Theorem 3 [or condition (iii) of Theorem 51 is the following one: For each 
j = 1, 2,..., n + 1, the (n - I)-face a, ... aj-ruj+r ... a,,, of A” is containedin 
UT:: =li , but disjoint from Aj . 
Proof of Theorem 3. For each i = 1, 2,..., IE + 1, let di be the distance 
between Ai and Aei . Let d, be the Lebesgue number for the system of 
2(n + 1) closed sets {A,, A, ,..., -4iln+l , -4-r , A-, ,..., A-c~+~,}. Let M” be a 
triangulation of An such that its mesh is less than each of the numbers 
do, 4, 4 ,..., dn+l. 
We define a function v on the set of vertices of Mn such that q~ satisfies 
conditions (i), (iii) of Corollary 1 and also the additional condition that 
v E d,(,, for every vertex V. As the mesh of M” is less than each of 
4 > 4 ,...v dn,, 3 v will necessarily satisfy condition (ii) of Corollary 1. Since 
nail Ai = 4 and the mesh of MVl is less than the Lebesgue number d, , 
we have a,,( 1, 2, 3 ,..., n, n + 1) = 0. Then by (1 l), q,(ql, 92 ,..., qz, 
l ,,+~(n + 1)) is odd (and therefore not zero) for every combination 
(~1 , l 2 ,..., en , c,+J ofth e si g ns ci = * 1 with at least one ci = - 1. Because 
ZI E A,(,, for every vertex V, for every nonempty subset I of the set 
(1, 2, 3,..., 11, n + I}, there is an n-simplex z~rr,+ ... v,,, of Mn such that 
q E & for i EI and vi E -4, for i ~1’. As the mesh of III” is less than d,,, 
it follows that (12) holds. 
THEOREM 4. Let Ai , Aei (1 < i < n + 1) be 2(n + 1) closed subsets of an 
n-simplex An = u1u2 ... unfl such that : 
(i) UT:: (Ai u A-i) = A”. 
(ii) Ai n APi = $ for 1 < i < n + 1. 
(iii) fly:: Ai = #J. 
(iv) For each i = 1, 2,..., n + 1, the (YZ - 1)-face a, ... ai-lUi+l ... anfl of 
An is contained in Ai . 
Then (12) holds for every nonempty subset I of the set of indices 
(1, L., n, n + 1). 
Proof. In the same manner that Theorem 3 is proved as an application 
of Corollary 1, Theorem 4 can be proved as an application of Corollary 2. 
Another proof of Theorem 4 is obtained by reducing it to Theorem 3 in a 
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similar manner that Corollary 2 is reduced to Corollary 1. More precisely, 
if we regard An = ala2 ... anfl as a topological n-simplex with vertices 
b, , b, ,***, b,,, and with F1 , F, ,..., Fmtl as its (n - l)-faces (see the proof of 
Corollary 2), then in order to reduce Theorem 4 to Theorem 3, it suffices to 
verify that for any k indices 1 < ii < iz < ... < ik < n + 1, where 
1 < k < n, the (k - I)-face b,%biz ... bik is contained in Ai1 u Ai2 u -.. u Ai . 
This can be seen as follows: Let {jl , ja ,...,jn+l--k} be the complement zf 
{il , 4 ,..., ilc} in the set (1, 2,..., n + 1). Then the (k - l)-face bilbil ..* bit 
is the intersection Fj, n Fi, n ... n FjncleB . 
CyTi xj = 1) is in b,kiz ... bit , then 
If X = CyLt xjaj (Xj > 0, 
xi, = xj, zzz .** zzz xi ltfl--L = max xi > 0. l<j,cn+l 
so at least one of xi1 , xi2 ,..., xi, must be 0. Then 
XEG,~UG~~U -.. u Gi, C Ai1 u Ai, u ... u Aj,, 
where Gi denotes the (n - 1)-face a, ... ai-laj+l .‘. a,,, . 
6. ANOTHER COVERING PROPERTY OF SIMPLEXES 
Theorem 4 should be compared with the following theorem obtained in 
[31: 
Let A,, A, ,..., A,+1 be n f 1 closed subsets of an n-simplex 
An = ala2 ... ananfl suchthata,~~~a,~la,+,~~~a,+,CA~fo~l<i<n+l, 
and fly:; Ai = 4. If B is a closed set such that B u (UyTi AJ = All, then for 
every nonempty subset I of { 1,2,..., n + l}, we have 
where I’ denotes the complement of I in {I, 2,..., n + l}, and Ai’ = An\Ai . 
This suggests the following result, which should be compared with Theo- 
rem 3. 
THEOREM 5. Let A, , A, ,..., A,+1 and B be closed subsets of an n-simplex 
An = ala3 ... a,,, such that: 
(i) B U (UyTi AJ = A”. 
(ii) (-$Li Ai = $. 
(iii) For any k indices 1 < il < i2 < a-* < iI, < n + 1, where 1 < k < n, 
the (k - I)-face ai,af, ... air of A” is contained in Ai, U Aie U ... U Ai . t 
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(13) 
for every nonempty subset I of { 1, 2,..., n + I}, where I’ denotes the complement 
of I in (1, 2,..., n + I>, and Ai’ = An\Ai . 
The proof of Theorem 5 requires the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let Ap = alas ... ai,+1 be a p-simplex, and let A* denote the n-face 
alaP ... an+, of AP, where 0 < n < p. Let f be a continuous mapping from An 
into the n-skeleton of AP (i.e., the union of all n-faces of AP) and having the 
following two properties : 
(i) For any k indices 1 < i1 < iz < **. < il, < n + 1, where 1 < k < n, 
and for every x E aipi *a. aik , 
entirely the face aipi, “. *. air . 
f(x) is in a face of As’ which does not contain 
(ii) f (A”) is disjoint from the face a,,,a,,+, ... ap+1 of AP. 
Then for every continuous mapping g from An into A”, there exists a point 
x E An such that f (x) = g(x). In particular: An C f (A”). 
Proof. For x E A”, write 
?I+1 ?l+1 
f(x) = zlfj(x) Qj 9 g(x) = z1 gs(x) ai 9 
where fj(x) 3 0, CFzi fi(x) = 1 and g,(x) > 0, xrLtg,(x) = 1. For each 
i = 1, 2,..., n + 1, let Hi denote the closed set formed by all x E A” satisfying 
(14) 
For each x E A”, f(x) is in the n-skeleton of A’, so at least p - n of h(x) 
(1 < j < p + 1) are 0. If fn+2(x), fn+&x),..., f,+l(x) are not all 0, then there is 
an index h such that 1 < h < n + 1 and f*(x) = 0. In this case x G Hh . On 
the other hand, if fn+2(x) = fnts(x) = e.. = f,+l(x) = 0, then 
?a+1 r+l 
Z1fi(X) = g1 gi(x) = 1) 
so there is an index j such that 1 <j < n + 1 and fi(x) < gj(x). In this case 
x E Hi. This shows that (Jyzi Hi = An. By property (i) of f, for any k 
indices 1 < i1 < iz < ***<i,<n+l, where l<k<n, and for any 
x E a. a. ... aik. , at least one of fi,(x), ~~,:,(x),...,f,(x) is 0. Thus the (k - l)- (1 22 
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face ailai, .** ai, is contained in the union Hi, v H1:., u ... u Hit. By the 
covering theorem of Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewrcz [4], it follows that 
n;:;Hi #d. 
Consider a point x0 in fiT:t Hi . Summing (14) over i = 1,2,..., n + 1, 
we obtain 
[l - jgfd%)] * [ 1 + jgfd%)] 9 1 - jJQx%). (15) 
As f(x,,) $ an+2an+, *.. a,,, , we have C~~~+afj(xJ < 1. Therefore (15) 
implies fj(xO) = 0 for n + 2 < j < p + 1. Then 
n+1 n+1 
Ir;fi(%) = C gi(%) = l* 
i=l 
and (14) becomes fi(xO) < g,(x,,) (1 < i < n + 1). Hence fi(x,,) = gi(x,,) 
(1 < i < n + l), and f(xJ = g(x,,). 
Proof of Theorem 5. Consider An = ala2 *.* %+l as a face of an (n + l)- 
simplex An+1 = ala2 ..a an+lan+, . For x E A”, let S,(x) denote the distance 
from x to Ai (1 < i < 12 + l), and S,+,(x) the distance from x to B. As 
fly:; Ai = 4, we have Cyzri sj(x) > 0 for every x E A”. Define a continuous 
mapping f : An - Anfl by 
Since B u (JyLt Ai = A”, for each x E An at least one of&(x) (1 < i < n + 2) 
is 0. Thus f maps An into the n-skeleton of A”+l. By hypothesis, for any K 
indices 1 < il < i2 < *.- <t <n+l, where l<K<n, and for each ‘k , 
x E a. a. ‘1 52 ... aik , at least one of&(x), S,,(x) ,..., S,,(x) is 0; so f (x) is in a face of 
An+1 which does not contain entirely the face ai,ai, ..* aik . We have also 
f(x) # anC2 for each x E An. Indeed, for each x E An, at least one of S,(x), 
Ux),..., S,+,(x) is > 0, since (-$~~ Aa = 4. 
By the above Lemma, we have A” C f (A”). Therefore for any n + 1 non- 
negative numbers yi (1 < i ,< tl + 1) with Cyzi yi = 1, there is a point 
x E An such that f (x) = CFzt ydai , i.e., 
n+1 
si(x) = Yi 1 sj(*r) for 1 <i<n+l; 6,+,(x)=0. (16) 
j=l 
In particular, for any nonempty subset I of (1, 2,..., 7t, 7t + l}, if the y’s are 
so chosen that yi > 0 for i E I and yi = 0 for i E I’, then any point x satis- 
fying (16) is in the intersection B n (&,p AJ n (niBI Ai’). 
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